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MARKETING MIX 

 

LESSON 1: WHAT IS MARKETING? 

 

1.1 The evolution of business.

 

 

 

1.2 Marketing definition. 

Marketing is the adaptation of the commercial activities and use of institutions by the 

organizations with a purpose to induce behavioral change on a short-term or permanent 

basis. 
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1.3 Marketing Mix. 

The marketing mix was proposed by professor E. Jerome McCarthy in the 1960s.[7] It 

consists of four basic elements called the "four P's". Productis the first P representing the 

actual product. Price represents the process of determining the value of a 

product. Place represents the variables of getting the product to the consumer such as 

distribution channels, market coverage and movement organization. The last P stands 

for Promotionwhich is the process of reaching the target market and convincing them to 

buy the product.  

The four Ps determine how marketing satisfies consumer needs. They are considered 

controllable marketing mix factors, meaning that they can change or be altered as needed. 

Habits, lifestyle, and diet are all considered to be controllable risk factors. 

In the 1990s, the concept of four C's was introduced as a more customer-driven 

replacement of four P's.[8] There are two theories based on four Cs: Lauterborn's four Cs 

(consumer, cost, communication, convenience)[9] and Shimizu's four Cs 

(commodity, cost, communication, channel) in the 7Cs Compass Model (Co-marketing). 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_mix
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/E._Jerome_McCarthy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing#cite_note-7
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing#cite_note-Business_for_Higher_Awards-8
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing#cite_note-Schultz-9
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commodity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cost
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Communication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Channel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Co-marketing
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ACTIVITIES: 

Activity 1: You need to find the next Internet vocabulary (advertising, merchandising, brand, 

consumer) and have a class discussion. 

 

Activity 2: In pairs, you have to search at least two definitons of marketing. Finally you are an 

exhibition of the work activity in class. 

  

Activity 3: Make a summary, 200 words, what you understand of the article  “Sins of marketing”. 

 

Activity 4: Make a summary, 200 words what you understand in the video "The history of 

marketing". 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qojrZZaq0Vo 

 


